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Purpose: Farber disease (OMIM 22800) is an ultrarare progressive
multisystemic neurodevelopmental storage disorder caused by a
deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme acid ceramidase (AC). Hard
clinical end points for future clinical trials remain to be defined.

Methods: We quantitatively analyzed published cases with Farber
disease (N = 96). The main outcome variables were survival and
diagnostic delay. As a potential predictor of survival, the influence
of residual AC enzyme activity was investigated. The analysis was
performed in compliance with STROBE criteria.

Results: The median survival period of the study population was 3
years. The median age at disease onset was 3 months, and the
median age at diagnosis was 17 months. The median diagnostic
delay was 13.75 months. Patients with residual AC activity in
fibroblasts at more than 5.1% of the normal level survived

significantly longer than patients with residual AC activity below
this threshold. In addition, higher residual AC activity was
associated with a later onset of symptoms.

Conclusion: Farber disease onset is in infancy. Diagnostic delay is
typically substantial. Our data suggest a phenotype-biomarker
association with implications for future clinical and therapeutic
trials. In the absence of a prospective multicenter natural-history
study protocol, we believe that our modeling approach, based on
published case descriptions, is the best and most timely
approximation for generalizability.
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INTRODUCTION
Farber disease (OMIM 22800) is an autosomal recessive ultrarare
progressive neurodevelopmental storage disorder caused by
mutations in the gene ASAH1 localized on chromosome 8p22,
leading to a deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme acid N-
acylsphingosine amidohydrolyase 1 (AC), which is also termed
ceramidase.1,2 The impaired breakdown of sphingolipids leads to
ceramide accumulation in various cell types (e.g., histiocytes,
epithelial cells, Schwann cells) of organs such as the skin, kidney,
liver, lungs, and brain, thereby inducing a multisystemic and
often lethal phenotype.3

Farber disease was first reported as a disease entity in 1952, by
Sidney Farber, who described three patients with disseminated
lipogranulomatosis.4 The prevalence and incidence of Farber
disease (ORPHA 333) are not precisely known; the epidemio-
logical Orphanet report of November 2016 lists 80 known cases.5

Novel therapies are in development. Recombinant human acid
ceramidase, an enzyme replacement therapy, was given orphan
designation by the European Medicines Agency on 14 February
2014, and is in the preclinical phase of development (http://
roivant.com/#pipeline, accessed 6 March 2017).6 Orphan drug

designation was not granted by the US Food and Drug
Administration until March 2017.7 One observational biomarker
study is listed on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02298634, accessed 1
March 2017).
As with many orphan diseases, even those for which

treatment is available, little is known about the natural history
of Farber disease. A thorough understanding of its natural
history will be helpful in assessing the impact of specific
therapies and can reduce uncertainty in regard to counseling
afflicted families. Given the rarity of the condition, conduct-
ing a long-term, worldwide prospective natural-history study
would be difficult. Valuable information, especially on hard
clinical end points, can be obtained from systematic analysis
of published cases in the literature.8,9 We therefore directed
our efforts toward analyzing the onset of disease, survival
rates, clinical characteristics, and biomarker-phenotype
descriptions of the evidence on Farber disease published as
clinical case descriptions or case series. In addition, we
analyzed the geographical distribution of patients worldwide,
which may be of interest for epidemiological reasons and for
the planning of future clinical trials.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
This analysis was conducted in compliance with STROBE
(Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in
Epidemiology) criteria.10

Literature review and definitions of variables
We performed a comprehensive literature search on PubMed
with the keywords “Farber disease,” “Farber lipogranuloma-
tosis,” and “acid ceramidase deficiency.” Identified publica-
tions were downloaded (N = 196) and sorted for reports
containing relevant clinical, biochemical, and genetic infor-
mation (N = 99). The reports were published between 1952
and 2016. Overall, we identified 96 patients from 97
publications with sufficient information for analysis
(Supplementary Figure 1 online). Papers were published in
English, German, or French. The database closure date was 30
December 2016. None of the analyzed patients participated in
enzymatic replacement therapy trials, nor did they undergo
bone-marrow transplantation.
The following variables were extracted: age at onset; age at

diagnosis; symptoms leading to diagnosis; last reported age;
information on whether the patient is alive or deceased; AC
activity in leukocytes, fibroblasts, liver, or kidney; intracellular
ceramide storage in fibroblasts, liver, or kidney; publication
year; and geographic origin of patients. If the origin of a
patient was not explicitly stated, the country was assumed to
be that of the first author’s institutional affiliation in the case
description.
If information regarding time was given in semiquantitative

terms, we took a conservative approach and defined the
findings as follows: “stillborn” = day 0, “newborn” or “at
birth” = day 1, “newborn period” = 1 month, “postmortem”
= age at death.

Statistical analysis
Techniques of descriptive statistics were applied as reported
previously.8,9 Variables were illustrated using counts and
percentages of the total study population. Since biochemical
parameters (enzymatic activity, levels of intracellular AC
content) were measured in different laboratories, values were
expressed as percentages of the mean of the reported normal
range. Survival was defined as the time difference between
patient birth and age at death. If the patient was reported to
be alive at the time of the last follow-up visit, patient data
were censored. Survival was estimated using the Kaplan-Meier
method. The log-rank test was applied to compare potential
differences between the analyzed subgroups. We used
unbiased recursive partitioning to determine cutoff values
for the impact of residual AC activity and year of publication
on survival findings in subgroup analyses.11 Diagnostic delay
was calculated as the difference between age at diagnosis and
age at onset of disease. To determine whether there exist
distinct disease subtypes in Farber disease or whether, instead,
there is a continuous spectrum of phenotype, we performed a
cluster analysis of reported signs and symptoms, using the

Ward algorithm. The world map was plotted using the R
extension ggmap.12

Missing data were not imputed. Sensitivity analyses were
not conducted. All analyses were conducted using R (http://
www.r-project.org). P values reported were two-sided.
P ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
We identified 96 patients from 81 families (using data
published between 1952 and 2016) for further statistical
analysis. Within the study cohort, 91 patients were diagnosed
postnatally owing to the presentation of characteristic
features, while in 3 patients the diagnosis of Farber disease
was established prenatally. For 2 patients the time of diagnosis
was not stated. The characteristics of the study sample are
depicted in Table 1. The origins of affected individuals are
shown in Figure 1. Because data were missing in specific
subsets, patients had to be excluded for different subsequent
data analyses; sample sizes are always indicated (n) for the
corresponding analyses.

Prenatally diagnosed cohort
In the prenatally diagnosed group, two out of three patients
were diagnosed prenatally by family screening due to a prior
affected sibling. Both pregnancies were terminated after
medical consultation. The third patient manifested with
progressive intrauterine growth retardation and loss of fetal
movements and was diagnosed after intrauterine fetal death
postmortem by characteristic ultrastructural findings (i.e.,
foamy macrophages in light microscopy and Farber bodies
visualized by electronic microscopy) in autopsy.

Table 1 Characteristics of the study cohort of patients with
Farber disease

Population characteristics N Percent

Sex (n = 96)

Female 53 55.2

Male 42 43.8

Unknown 1 1.0

Time of diagnosis (n = 96)

Prenatal 3 3.1

Postnatal 91 94.8

Unknown 2 2.1

Alive at last follow-up (n = 96)

Yes 40 41.7

No 56 58.3

Families with (n = 81)

One affected offspring 68 83.9

Two affected offspring 11 13.6

Three affected offspring 2 2.5
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Postnatally diagnosed cohort
Descriptive statistical values are illustrated in Supplementary
Table 1. In the group of postnatally diagnosed patients,
median age at onset of disease was 3 months, interquartile
range from 1 to 9 months (n = 86). Median age at diagnosis
was 17 months, interquartile range from 9.25 to 36 months
(n = 86). Median diagnostic delay was 13.75 months,
interquartile range from 6 to 29.5 months (n = 86)
(Figure 2). The median estimated survival of the cohort of
postnatally diagnosed patients (n = 91) was 3 years (Figure
3a). Interestingly, patients with a residual AC enzyme activity
above 5.1% in fibroblasts survived significantly longer
compared to patients whose residual enzymatic AC activity
was 5.1% of normal or below (P = 0.0007, log-rank test;
n = 24; threshold determined by unbiased recursive parti-
tioning) (Figure 3b). In addition, a higher residual AC
activity in fibroblasts was associated with later onset of disease
(P = 0.0225, linear regression; n = 24) (Figure 3c). The level
of intracellular ceramide storage had no impact on survival, in
either analyzed tissue (Kaplan-Meier; n = 11) or age at onset
of disease (linear regression; n = 6).
We analyzed the distribution of presenting or leading signs or

symptoms in the study sample (Supplementary Table 2). The
most common features of Farber disease were subcutaneous
nodules, arthritis or joint swelling, hoarseness, flexion
contractures, failure to thrive, and developmental delay or
cognitive impairment. Clinical feature clustering is shown in
Figure 4. Of note, survival rates did not differ between the

cohort of patients exhibiting neurological symptoms and those
lacking signs of neurological affection. In addition, the number
of symptoms reported in an affected individual had no influence
on the survival time. We analyzed survival rates of patients

Figure 1 Distribution of patients with Farber disease. Gray scale indicates the number of identified affected individuals per country. Light gray, 1
to 5 patients; medium gray, 6 to 10 patients; dark gray, more than 10 patients.
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Figure 2 Age at onset (in months) of Farber disease and age at
diagnosis. Data were available for 91 patients. Horizontal lines indicate
the medians. The slopes of connecting lines represent the delays between
onset of the disease and times of diagnosis.
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published before and after the year 2000 (threshold determined
by unbiased recursive partitioning). Patients whose data were
published after 2000 had a significantly longer survival rate than
that in the cohort whose data were published before 2000.
However, when taking into account the reported residual AC
activity, the proportion of patients having a residual AC activity
above 5.1% was higher in the cohort with data published after

2000 (n = 13) than in the group of patients with data published
before 2000 (n = 1).

DISCUSSION
In a worldwide cohort of 96 patients with Farber disease, we
quantitatively delineated age at disease onset, estimated
survival, seminal clinical features, diagnostic delay, and a
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Figure 3 Estimated survival distributions and age at disease onset for patients with Farber disease. (a): Estimated overall survival distribution for
patients with Farber disease (n = 91). (b) Estimated survival distribution for Farber disease patients with a residual AC enzyme activity above 5.1%
(n = 10, thick line) and below or equal to 5.1% of normal controls (n = 14, thin line). Enzymatic activity was measured in fibroblasts. “+” is used to
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normal). Enzymatic activity was measured in fibroblasts. Each point represents a single patient (n = 24), gray dashed line displays estimated regression
curve. Linear regression, slope = 0.29, P = 0.0225.
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biomarker-phenotype correlation; i.e., patients with residual
AC enzyme activity above 5.1% in fibroblasts survived
significantly longer than did patients whose residual enzy-
matic AC activity was 5.1% of normal or below.
A classification into subtypes was proposed for Farber

disease.3 Cluster analysis allowed the mathematical distinction
of three statistically similar subgroups. Clinically, groups 1
and 2 appeared to exhibit similar generalized disease features
with more frequent phenotypical manifestations in group 1
than in group 2, whereas in group 3 the disease appeared to be
more distinct, with epilepsy and amyotrophy as its cardinal
features. However, as there was no clear-cut exclusive
delineation of phenotypical features across patients, there
seems to be a continuous phenotypic spectrum, rather than

distinct well-defined subtypes, in Farber disease. This is
consistent with observations in other lysosomal disorders,
such as Gaucher disease.13 Owing to the rarity of the disease,
diagnostic suspicion may be difficult, as illustrated by the
median diagnostic delay in the present cohort of 13.75 months
after disease manifestation. What should alert the clinician is
the triad of subcutaneous nodules, joint swellings/arthritis,
and hoarse or weak voice.3 These classic features were
reported in 88% (subcutaneous nodules), 86% (joint swel-
lings/arthritis), and 74% (hoarse/weak voice) of patients in the
present study population. The clinical phenotype is broad,
which is consistent with a multisystemic, progressive storage
disease, and includes the involvement of various organ
systems such as (i) the brain (developmental delay/cognitive
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impairment, neurodegeneration, amyotrophy, muscular
hypotonia, brain atrophy, epilepsy), (ii) the eye (cherry-red
spot, nystagmus, cloudy cornea), (iii) the internal organs
(organomegaly), (iv) physical appearance (dysmorphic fea-
tures), and (v) the musculoskeletal system (flexion contrac-
tures, osteoporosis and other bone involvement). Given the
variety of combinations of symptoms reported in the present
study cohort, Farber disease should be suspected not only in
individuals presenting with the classic clinical triad but also
in any patient exhibiting an overlapping pattern of neuro-
logical and rheumatological manifestations (outlined in
Supplementary Table 2) that, per se, appear unspecific in
isolation but become suggestive of an underlying neurogenetic
disease when appearing in combination in a given individual.
Of note, in contrast to other lysosomal storage disorders,9

hydrops fetalis as the very first clinical feature is rare (3%) in
Farber disease.
As in other rare diseases,8,9 the diagnostic delay in Farber

disease is still substantial, as shown by our results. Early
diagnosis is important, since in many diseases early diagnosis
leads to a better outcome, especially when the diagnosis is
established in the “therapeutic window of opportunity,” which
results in the reversibility of morbidity or prevention of
morbidity and premature mortality.
There are single published cases of hematopoietic stem-cell

transplantations in patients with Farber disease, documenting
partial initial therapeutic response but ongoing neurological
progression in most cases.14–17 Preclinical gene therapy
studies were carried out in mouse models and enzymatically
normal nonhuman primates.18,19 Furthermore, enzyme repla-
cement therapy with Chinese hamster ovary cell–derived
recombinant human AC was tested in a mouse model.20 As of
15 September 2017, ClinicalTrials.gov did not list any open
therapeutic trials for humans. In general, enzyme replacement
therapies in lysosomal storage disorders work well on
organomegaly. The effect on connective tissue and bone
may be limited, and peripherally injected enzymes do not
cross the blood–brain barrier, owing to the size of the
molecule. In addition, early initiation of therapy before
irreversible damage has occurred is an important
principle.21 Time to diagnosis is the surrogate sign for disease
awareness and may decrease over time, especially if clinical
trials commence or if a specific therapy is available in the
future, because the condition will be considered treatable and
might be added to diagnostic algorithm tools such as
Treatable-ID.22 Besides raising disease awareness, screening
specific populations at risk within patient groups with
commonly encountered conditions that may phenotypically
overlap with Farber disease—e.g., rheumatologic disorders,
developmental delay, organomegaly, and bone disease—may
be another method of reducing time to diagnosis in this rare
condition.23

Patients whose data were published after 2000 lived longer
compared with patients with data published earlier, but this
phenomenon was probably biased by the fact that a
substantially higher proportion of data for less severely

affected patients (i.e., those with residual AC activity above
5.1%) was published after 2000. An effect of improved
standard of care is therefore less likely, but not impossible.
The geographical distribution pattern of reported patients
suggests a panethnic pattern across all inhabited continents
and includes developed and developing countries.

Limitations and directions for future research
As previously described in similar studies, the present
methodology has several very important limitations.8,9

Because case reports often focus on a specific aspect of the
disease, standardized quantitative descriptions of softer
variables (e.g., joint mobility, skin nodules, quality of life)
are subject to ascertainment bias and missing data. Laboratory
data were pooled as samples and were not analyzed in a
central laboratory and according to a standardized protocol.
Biomarker–phenotype correlations described in the present
work should therefore be considered somewhat exploratory
and, ideally, confirmed in prospective clinical studies. Of note,
biomarkers reflect the activity of a disease process24 and can
be of diagnostic, prognostic, predictive, or pharmacodynamic
nature.9,25 Specifically, AC activity in fibroblasts would be
considered a prognostic biomarker, based on the present
findings. In contrast, biomarkers serving as truly validated
surrogate markers are required to capture the severity of
disease and reflect the net effect of the treatment on the true
outcome,26 which can be challenging to demonstrate in a rare
disease.27

Survival data may be in part historic and may change over
time. Improved supportive medical care would prolong life. A
more palliative, medically less aggressive approach centered
on quality of life may decrease survival time.
Despite the limitations listed above, our approach is of

value, especially as multicenter prospective natural-history
studies would require a substantial international effort as well
as many years to complete in order to obtain similar
information on hard clinical end points. The geographic
distribution of patients may be of help in identifying study
centers for future clinical research. Of course, the study of
softer end points (e.g., seizure types and frequency, range of
joint motion, hepatic and splenic volumes, nodule size, and, in
particular, biomarkers) is best conducted in prospective trials.
There may be various levels of softer clinical end points
within a broad spectrum of clinical impact, affecting—in
ascending order of significance—quality of life (skin nodules),
physical functioning (joint range of motion), neurological
functioning (seizures), and developmental and neurocognitive
outcomes.

Conclusion
We defined important clinical characteristics, including hard
clinical end points, in a global population of 96 patients with
Farber disease. In the absence of a prospective, multicenter
natural-history study protocol, we believe that the modeling
approach described in the present paper and others8,9 is the
best and most timely approximation to generalizability.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is linked to the online version of the
paper at http://www.nature.com/gim
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